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does he lead the list of American poets, because in many respects he was the best 
workman of them all. H e seemed to have studied words more carefully than 
did his contemporaries and so his harmony of thought and words is more perfect 
than theirs. More than any other he lived for poetry as the noblest of arts. More 
than any poet he emphasized beauty because to him beauty and truth are one and 
inseparable.

So beautiful indeed are his poems that the reader is filled with amazement 
and wonders that a man of such a sorrowful life, could portray so much beauty 
and that such a personality could paint life in such glowing colors. W e marvel 
at the poets power to read the humane heart so perfectly and the reader is far from 
being disappointed when he has finished one of Poe’s unsurpassed poems.

Jos. J. K r a u s e ,
High School 1912.

CONFESSION ANTIQUITY PROVED BY DISCOVERY.
A  notable French artist, M. Charles Desvergues, educated in Rome, has 

described in a recent number of the Paris Univers an important discovery among the 
ruins of the Eternal City.

In this critical hour in the history of the Church, the Modernists, in accord 
with various non-Catholic writers, are very careful to assign certain dates to the 
institution of the practice of confession. They teach as a foregone conclusion that 
there are no certain vestiges of auricular confession before the ninth or tenth cen
turies. But just now the Roman archaeologists are publishing a picture of a green 
marble slab, lately discovered, upon which is read the following inscription: “ Here
the Blessed Peter absolved us, the elect ones, from the sins confessed.”

This stone and its inscription are visible to all who desire to examine it. Its 
epigraphic characters are, beyond doubt, those of the first century. The learned 
Professor Ballerini, although himself a free-thinker, has declared it a unique 
monument that must annihilate completely all the conclusions of the “new criticism.”  
According to Ballerini, the stone is nothing less than what Christian tradition used 
to call “ the Confessionary of St. Peter.”

T H E  A B S E N T  SC H O LA R .
It was in one of the colored schools of Baltimore, and the teacher was an in

experienced one. There was talking among the little negroes before her.
“ I want absolute silence,” she said severely.
Still the talking continued.
“ I want absolute silence,” she repeated again.
A t the third demand one very small girl spoke up boldly:
“Aboslute Silence ain’t hyar,” she said. “ She’s dot de toofache.”


